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If you know anyone who may enjoy this
newsletter please let them know that they
can subscribe at:
www.KeepingChickensNewsletter.com

July 2008

Hi

Welcome to my Keeping Chickens Newsletter.

It seems as though June must be a good month for rehoming ex-Battery
hens as several of you have sent in photos and stories of your new ‘girls’
over the last few weeks. ☺

As usual, if you have any chicken related questions (or even tips, stories,
coop photos etc. you'd like to share in future issues of the newsletter or
blog posts) then just email news@self-sufficient-life.com
and I will do my best to answer / include them.

Best Wishes
Gina
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Diary of A Poultry Keeper
~July~

Thoughts from a rural poultry keeper at the turn of the last century.

“Still hot, and necessary to keep all the drinking-water in a shady place.
With birds laying heavily they drink enormous quantities of water, and
see that they are never a moment without it. Better stint them in food than
in water at this time. The more water they drink the more eggs they will
lay, and you should rejoice every time you have to fill the water trough.

Feed fairly generously, so that the birds will not slack in the egg supply
or begin to moult too early. Eggs are beginning to mount in price and it is
essential you should get plenty for the market. With proper handling few
birds should begin to moult just yet.

Keep a watch on your young stock, and keep putting food into them, but
do not make it stimulating. Some of the birds - a small minority - may be
backward, and these should be separated from the quick growers and
specially catered for. In a month you will be able to tell which of them are
to be any good. All the others get rid of, even if you have to give them
away.

It is now a suitable time for doing odd jobs in the way of painting or
repairs. A nail in time saves nine.”
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Rehoming Battery Hens

Things have improved a little for Battery hens over the years but it is still
the case that millions of chickens spend their lives in a cage too small for
them to do their natural ‘chickeny’ things such as walking about and
pecking for grain, or to stretch, flap, dust bathe and roost. They are
usually given about 2 years before they are considered ‘spent’ hens. It is
at that point they are removed from their cages – there are always more to
take their places.

The ‘spent’ or ex-battery hens are then usually sold on – as you might
imagine the fate of a lot of these hens is in some kind of cheap processed
food, but farmers are often open to letting them be re-homed. If you have
the facilities and the resources to re-home battery hens, you'll find that the
experience can be a very rewarding one, but it is important to understand
a few things about the birds that you will be adopting and homing.

Photo By Andy Pike
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In the first place, you should understand that a battery hen is unlikely to
be in prime physical condition, and it can take a few months to get them
to a point where they are looking and feeling like a healthy free range
chicken – but they can get there! ☺

There are several, essentially aesthetic issues, that a battery hen might
have;

• Beaks : The first and most obvious issue is that of a trimmed beak.  In
the battery system, a hen will be debeaked by a hot machine knife. A
debeaking is permanent, but in the majority of cases it will not affect
your new hens ability to peck about – if for some reason it did, then
mash rather than pellets as her feed would help her (and it is probably
what she would have been used to). Food and water dishes may need
to be a little deeper to allow for trimmed beaks.

• Toe nails : Having lived on a wire floor for so long there is a good
chance that they will have very long toe nails; while they will usually
wear down on their own, if the length is excessive, you can and should
trim them.

• Missing Feathers : You'll also find that battery hens will often have
some feathers missing - particularly around their neck due to the
repetitive action of reaching through a feeder fence to get to their
trough of food. Boredom and neighbours are other causes of
featherless patches.

Although the above issues could have led to pain and infection in some of
the hens, it is very unlikely that you will be given one that has any major
problems (as far as possible re-homing organisations will always do their
best to only pass on healthy ones). Most issues will be aesthetic and
resolved relatively quickly with a few weeks of ‘the good life’! ☺

When you consider the life that the battery hen has become used to (in
fact the only one she has ever known), it is easy to see how her new life
outside of the cage may seem quite bewildering to her. It will be the first
time she has walked about, pecked for bugs, seen the sky, felt grass (or
straw or mud) under her feet, dust bathed etc. etc. Everything will be new
- and probably scary. This may result in a very timid bird, or it could even
cause her to be a little aggressive. She could “flop around,” as if unsure
how to use her limbs.  She may not want to move around a lot, and it can
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take a little bit of time before she will be ready to explore. In fact, in
many ways, ex-battery hens may not act like ‘normal’ chickens at all, but
be patient; a transformation is taking place.

Jill Capel : “I have rescued two chickens from the
nugget factory they were in a right state when I
got them mites red and brown, worms and looked as
if they wouldn't last the week out. But after 4
weeks tlc they are now looking 100 times better.”

As with any hen house, their new home should be a sturdy, comfortable,
draft free place that offers good protection from predators.  Also bear in
mind that these hens might not be physically very strong due to a lifetime
of inactivity, so you may wish to make sure that they have a ramp up to
their roosts or nest boxes, or perhaps even start them off with a nest box
or bedding on the floor. As they probably have never roosted before they
are likely to huddle on the floor at night initially and so it must be safe for
them to do so. If any eggs are laid they may not be in the nest boxes.
‘False eggs’ such as ceramic or wooden ones (or even golf balls) placed
in the nests may encourage them to lay in them if they are not naturally
inclined to do so.

Where there is already an existing flock, it is best to keep them separate,
at least until they have built up their strength and confidence. Whenever
two flocks are mixed, whatever the situation, a ‘quarantine’ period of at
least 30 days is always advisable. Each flock will have built up it’s own
immunities to their own particular environment. Couple that with the
stress of a move, and/or the upset new additions can bring and even
seemingly healthy flocks can ‘catch’ something if mixed in together
straight away. With battery hens you have the additional consideration of
their appearance - bare and sore patches are often an invitation for others
to peck (surprisingly this can happen even amongst themselves). There is
also a good probability that they will already be at less than full strength
and confidence, which can also sometimes prevent them approaching the
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feeder and waterer if other more confident chickens are around. All in all,
a separate safe area for them to get used to things is likely to be very
beneficial.

“This month we have rescued 6 battery hens (photo
enclosed). They were not in such bad condition (very pale
on the comb and quite thin) but have started losing
feathers since we got them just over a week ago. They are
the most curious chickens ever and are into everything. We
were told they might be aggresive but these are so daft
and affectionate and comical - they are collectively known
as "The Dingles". Three have individual names - Belle,
Lisa and Chas but, so far, I cannot differentiate the
other three. They have free run of the garden and are VERY
reluctant to go into the coop at night. We were hoping
they would integrate with our original girls "The Buckets"
but so far there are two very distinct camps. A local
battery hen place is releasing 25,000 birds this month, I
hope a lot of them get loving homes where they can taste
grass and scratch about like normal chickens.”

Shirley, Horeb, Wales
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Even though ex-battery hens are considered to be at the end of their
commercial egg-laying life, they will in most cases still continue to lay
eggs. It may take them a little while to get going again – perhaps a few
weeks or months - but most will give you eggs.  A poultry vitamin /
nutrient supplement such as Avia Charge 2000 may help get them back to
their full health. You will also want to feed them a layers feed. They
already have a lot to get used to and will most likely have been fed a
layers mash at the farm (you can double check with the farmer / rehoming
organisation), so if you can continue with the format they are used to for
at least a few weeks then that should also help them settle in quicker.

“I am a new member. I collected my four battery girls on
the 24th May. Unfortunately I was given three with lots of
feathers and one oven ready(who we called Lily) and poor
Lily got picked on unmercifully by head honcho Rosie. In
the end we had to give Lily away as Rosie drew blood and
they all just went for her. We weren't clued up but if you
take in battery girlys make sure they either all have
feathers or are all oven ready otherwise you will have
problems.

Our girls did us proud, they even laid one egg on the way
back from the battery welfare trust . . . I never knew
chickens had such personalties - ours are all different
and keep us entertained with their antics. I have to say
my garden is taking a battering but I can live with that.

Kind regards, Hazel”

Photo By Andy Pike
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The life expectancy of an ex-battery hen can vary - you may be giving
them a few months, perhaps a few years. However long they have outside
a cage is great, as they no longer have to be an egg laying machine but
can have a real life - a life that they would otherwise never have known.
The satisfaction that you will receive from watching these hens become
more like a normal healthy chicken is beyond words. They will show you
how much they appreciate this second chance, not just by the amount of
eggs they lay, but in the life that you can see being injected back in to
them as you watch them develop and grow in confidence and health
before your eyes.

“I've enclosed some pics of… some ex battery hens which
I rehomed at the weekend. They were a bit sorry for
themselves to start with, looking a bit threadbare and
bewildered, but 4 days later they are starting to preen
what feathers they have, dust bath and scratch about.
Their cones have started to pink up and they are looking
a lot happier than when I collected them. The battery
hen welfare trust was where I got them from and I would
urge people to re home some "batts" and give them a new
lease of live...in fact save them from the dog food
factory. They lay great eggs already!!

They are at present living in the "big brother house"
and my other hens view them with curiosity and the odd
stand up face of at the wire! I'm sure in a few weeks
when they all are free together there will be a short
skirmish while they sort out who's boss!! ”

Andy Pike
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If you are interested in re-homing some battery hens then there are often
local sources at livestock auctions, egg farms, and through animal
welfare organisations. In the UK, The Battery Hen Welfare Trust have so
far helped to rehome more than 90,000 battery hens. There is a page on
their site which gives available rescue dates and a contact email for
areas in the UK http://www.bhwt.org.uk/rescue-dates.php

---------------------------

Subscriber Letters

The Garrison's in Tennessee : "I have enclosed some photos of our
chickens, I enjoy your newsletter and it greatly helps me with caring for
the chickens. I took these photo's and then enhanced them. I plan on
making frames and hanging them in my kitchen to add to the chicken
motif that already exits in my kitchen. I used a photo enhancement
program offered on many of the photo development sites like snap fish.
You can make some really good decorating items that way and use your
very own chickens.
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I do have a question for anyone. We have guinea that were raised with
our chickens. They mate with our roosters as well. They are sitting on a
nest and we are wondering if anything will hatch out. They tried to make
a nest in woods but predator killed two of them then we moved their eggs
into the chicken pen in a nest there and they have been there ever since
trying to sit them. There will be at times two guineas on the nest setting.
So cute and loveable. Will they hatch out anything? Can a chicken rooster
mate with a guinea?
If anyone has a incubator they want to part with...I can’t afford a new one
but could possibly buy a used one at the right price."

My Reply : Thanks for the photos. Guineas and chickens can mate and
produce hybrid chicks - those chicks will be sterile though. The Guinea
incubation period is longer than the chickens at 29 days - I'm not sure
how long it will be for a hybrid to hatch. I guess they will hatch when

they are ready 
----------------------------------------

Sarah Boynes Butler "Thanks for newsletter which I really enjoy reading.
We got our first chickens from the market a few months ago. I then got
the bug and started hatching eggs in an incubator. My flock of 4 has risen
slowly to 27 so far. They range in age from day old chicks to about a
year. We have 4 Buff Orpington's, 8 Silver Grey Dorkings, 5 Cuckoo
silkies, 4 French Copper Blue Marans, 3 Marsh Daisies, 3 Golden
Partridge Silkies. In the incubator and under a broody hen, I have some
Jubilee Orpingtons and some Friesians so quite a mix!

I spend so much time watching them and finding them interesting bits to
eat that my husband is starting to feel jealous! Over the last couple of
days though, we seem to have a problem. Our eggs are disappearing...
They normally lay every day but the last couple of days I've found the
nestboxes empty. I just thought they were having an off day but then I
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found some egg shells outside of their run. I suspect rats, what's the best
way to get rid of them/discourage them?"

My Reply : What a collection! :-) The main thing that attracts rats is food
- they may attack chicks if they see any, but their primary interest is any
chicken feed they find and the eggs (other predators such as snakes will
also steal eggs). So the main way to deter rats is to make sure there is
nothing there to attract them (easier said than done, I know!). If you can
minimise feed wastage, and clear any left on the floor, and also collect
eggs regularly then that might help prevent the rats thinking it is worth
their while dropping in. Rat poison is not a good idea around chickens
(for obvious reasons) - even nearby, because a dying rat could make it to
the coop and then they would eat it. I have a little bit on rats on the blog
which includes a couple of old-fashioned solutions
http://successwithpoultry.blogspot.com/2007/04/know-your-enemy-rats.html

Mixing Flocks

12 Week old Barred Plymouth Rocks & 5 week old Rhode Island Reds

Christy Weick : 12th June  "I'm thinking about introducing our two flocks
(Barred Plymouth Rocks are 11 weeks old and the Rhode Island Reds are
4 weeks old) together next week. The RIRs are climbing the recycle green
chicken fence that I have around an oak tree for them during the day. The
cat, Gre-Gre, has an eye out for them. The dog, Lay-Lay, has left the
chickens along since the 10 BPR got out the other day and jumped her.
La-La weights as much as a BPR. No matter how I look at the calender
the two flocks will be 7 weeks apart. The RIRs are half the size of
Patrick's BPRs and they are gaining weight fast. Any suggestions on
introducing them to each other or should I hold off another week or two?"

My Reply : There is no one right or wrong way but it can sometimes be
easier to mix new chickens if they are of a similar size. When they do get
mixed it can also help if they can be seperated but seen and heard by the
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other ones (i.e. a partition within the coop if there is enough room for
them to be comfortable). That way they can get used to each other. Then
after a week or so you would mix them in together - this is best done at
night. Waking up together seems to make integration easier. Some people
just go straight to the mixing them in together at night. However you do
it, there will probably be a little bit of  scuffling for a pecking order, but
that is quite normal. As with any flock you will just need to keep an eye
on things to make sure that there is no one being singled out and picked
on and everyone is getting a chance to eat and drink. If by chance one of
the chickens is pecked where blood is drawn then that in itself can  attract
pecking attacks from all the others and so it should be seperated until
healed.

15th June "Well we put the two flocks together Friday night in the rain.
When they woke up Patrick and I let them out into their 30' pen. We took
a cleaned mineral barrel and cut an entrance hole and several small vent
holes around the top of the barrel (so that all 7 chicks could get into it
when the rooster BPR goes on the attack). The older group is going after
the male RIR and leaving the hens alone.

Christy Weick’s tan mineral tub turned into a hiding place for the RIRs

Patrick kept a close eye on them yesterday. When night came we put the
BPR into the coop first and then around 9:00 we put the RIR into a cat
taxis cage without the gate and placed the cage into the coop (In case they
need protection). We place several water tanks and feed bins for the
chicks to get a bite while they work things out. We throw a lot of garden
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scraps for the bigger ones to eat. The BPR seem to dig the red tomatoes
and cucumbers and they leave the lemon (yellow) tomatoes alone. So far
so good and I hope the cat doesn't get in the mix, while they are working
things out."

20th June "Well it's been a week since we put our two flocks together.
They have their scuffles every now and then. To say that they have totally
accepted each other would be telling a lie. The BPRs seem to single out
the male in the RIRs. They each have their own "country" in the yard and
the only ones who are aloud to cross the imaginary line is the humans.
The only neutral ground is the coop and when we first put them in for the
evening they have to get the pecking order just right.
We still have a lot of hiding places (in the yard) for the RIRs because of
their size. Patrick put together another perch for those who like to get up
high. In a few more months Patrick will have to decided which on of the
males he will keep and we will set the other free with his Uncle Gordan's
free range group (about 3 miles through the woods) from our house."

The RIRs getting used to their new home (the Barred Plymouth Rocks are
in the shade behind the coop).

8th July "Just recently Patrick and I took most of the extra hiding places
out of the yard. Reason 1 . . . in dry weather snakes will find cool places
(and lucky the other day in the chicken yard when I turned over the tan
tub, like I do every morning, it was a King Snake (non-poisonous). We've
had a string of copper heads (poisonous) lately under our house (which is
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off the ground). Reason 2 . . . the RIRs are getting bigger (they are almost
the same sizes as the BPRs and they are starting to fly). Reason 3 . . .
during the day the BPRs take turns flying over the yard fence to chase
grasshoppers (leaving the RIRs to the yard and dealing with the 1 BPR
that was elected somehow to stay behind and give them a run for their
money).

Do they really eat the grasshoppers or do they just "play" with them? I've
noticed that when one get a hold of a grasshopper, they spend more time
running from the others (like watching football).

This week the BPRs are 15 wks old and the RIRs are 8 wks old.
Gre-Gre (cat) will walk with La-La (dog) and I to the chicken yard. She
gives them space (but keeps a close eye on any of them that are not paired
together) and La-La has gotten braver and is walking in the yard with me.
Sean (my husband) says that I am the "mother hen".

The chickens are slowly accepting the bulls in the Pecan Field. They
found out that if we feed the bulls, they have a chance to get some left
over corn and other grains once the bulls leave the feeding trough.”

Another Method Of Mixing Flocks
Another ‘Soft Release’ method – this comes from Linda

29th June  “I have a situation that is something I have never seen in all the
years I've been around chickens, and for sure never in raising our own.

Seven hens, one or two days old, purchased. Raised together, on ''starter
lay mash"........introduced to scratch at 2 or 3 weeks old, and yes
calcium/gravel/grit added in that same time frame. Still on starter lay
mash too. A month and a half now. Very healthy looking, and seemed to
grow faster than the first ones we purchased in early April.

The 7 lived quite happily together in the house on the heating pad, when
they were very very little, graduated to larger cages, to much larger and at
a month old, put in even larger housing, and on the enclosed porch. This
is how we introduce them gradually from inside, to outside, to the real
outside, by degrees.

This method has never failed.
So today was graduation day to go to the main enclosure/coops/hen
house, etc.
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Took them all together in a large cage out to the enclosure. As usual, we
left them in the cage for a couple of hours, in the shade so they could
look/listen, and the others could look/listen.

Again, this method has never failed us.

Then, towards later afternoon, we opened the cage door and left it that
way. This ''soft release'' allows them to come and go......if they want to.

I went out to check them, as usual, every three minutes (worried mom
here) and all was well. The one young one has bloody tail feathers! I
grabbed her up and brought her in, since I have heard horrible stories of
''once they see blood they keep on a pecking at it''.......and got her washed
off, dried up, ''quick-stop'' on the area. I put her into a cage on the porch.
After she was all seemingly okay, I put on ''anti-peck'' and some other
stuff along the same line, for chickens, that is suppose to keep the
chickens from going near that spot OR wanting to.

I put her back in w/the group. It wasn't a minute and her own cohorts
were going after her tail again, AND she was bleeding again! She is back
inside the porch now.

I did bring in her cohort (another same age leghorn gal pal) and the two
have been happily staying safe and sound back on our porch. Getting
spoiled rotten too:)”

6th July "On a fluke, chickie all healed, and doing very well with her
leghorn cohort, I mucked and yucked the tail feathers with VICKS. The
minor wounds were well healed.

I took her w/her cohort out, in a carrier. I observed for 99% of the
day.......(leaving the carrier there, in case I had to pull them again). Had I
had to pull them I would have returned them back at night, as suggested.
Again, it was not the oldest, nor the newer, but her very own lot she had
been raised with, minus the leghorn I pulled out to be with her.

Well, lets just say, ONE COULD READ the minds of the two that went
after her tail feathers, tasting the Vicks! Problem solved. Everyone is
happy and involved again.

The one thing I did find a bit interesting: These little ones were only
separated from the original ones (5 others) less than a week! Yet, back in
w/the tribe, and although ''accepted'' by all, the two leghorns stay to
themselves, rather than packing around with the ones they were raised
with. HOW SOON THEY FORGET!”
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Subscriber Photos
Jennifer McLaughlin : “Love the newsletter and can't wait to see every
issue. Here's an update for the McLaughlin Family in Nashville, TN. We
started our flock last summer with Game Bantam eggs from my
grandfather's farm in North Carolina. We returned for a winter visit and
brought back Araucana Bantam eggs to incubate. We now have 18 birds.
One is a big fat Rhode Island Red hen sitting on a nest in the dog house
and I'm not brave enough to count her eggs.

Our babies are the talk of the neighborhood and as you can see, we build
a coop out of just about anything that doesn't cost much. One has even
been attached to the girls play house since they love to roost underneath
it.
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Our church members keep the eggs moving along and as soon as we are
brave enough, the roosters will more than likely be donated to the crock
pot.

The last picture is of one of the twins, Ms. Mamie and Ms. Emily. They
have top knots and muff and beards and are so fluffy on their faces, they
have to turn sideways to see you. Makes it easy to catch them and pet
them too.

Thanks for all the info that you pass along and as we say here in the hills
of Tennessee: Bitties Rock ! Keith, Jennifer, Christy and Paula
McLaughlin”
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Sue K. in Pa : “Just wanted to show you our adorable Chinese bearded
Silkie chicks Maggie, Casper and Billie. We actually hope they are
hens, but do not know yet. It is my first experience with having pet
chickens and it has been such a joy. Here they are having a little
parade in the back yard at 3½ weeks old. Enjoy your newsletter
very much.”
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Andy Pike : “I’ve enclosed some pics of my girls, looking very happy and
healthy and also some ex battery hens which I rehomed at the weekend.”

(More details are included in the battery hens feature)
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Susan Hensley : “They keep me plenty busy!!!”

-------

Herbal Remedy
Handbook

A comprehensive A-Z guide of
symptoms and an easy reference
of the herbal remedies that are
known to have a positive effect

on them.

Click Here For Details

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Herbal_Remedies/herbalremedyhandbook.htm
http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Herbal_Remedies/herbalremedyhandbook.htm
http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Herbal_Remedies/herbalremedyhandbook.htm
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Subscriber Coops

Thanks to John Beacom for these photos of ‘Papa’s Coop’

"Here are a few pictures of our Chicken coop that I built and the chickens.
We have one rooster and 10 pullets along with five grand kids under 8.

The chickens are now about 4 weeks old, the grand kids from 4 weeks to
eight.
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We decided to get chickens for three reasons; eggs, lawn ornaments and
to make the grand kids happy, along with Papa. They will be free range
chickens and will be roaming on two acres surround by a 7ft, varmint
proof (I hope) fence."

----------

Thanks to Ginger Kirkland for this photo of her
chicken/guinea fowl coop.

“We live in central texas, so the non-enclosed chicken coop works for
us.”
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Thanks to Karen & Phil  of Camano Island, Wa for these photos.

“I always enjoy the newsletter , so I thought I would send you some
pictures of our new chicken coop.

Thank heavens it is now finished
enough for our birds, and the chicks
and turkeys are out of the garage!
What a way to spend Father's Day
putting it all together. We have
some more finishing to do, but I
thought I would share what we have
done so far.

My husband built this in the garage,
by building the walls as panels, that
we put into place. He put chicken
wire down on the framing of the
floor, and then the plywood
subfloor, and on top of that we put
linoleum to make it easy to clean.
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It is 8' x8', with 10 nest boxes, and a
lot of roosting area. I have to paint
it yet, but I am waiting on the
weather to be a little more co-
operative.

A view of the 10 nesting boxes
before the roof is on.

At least everyone is getting along. So far there has not been any territory
issues. It was so funny watching them when I opened their doorway for
the first time, and they had their ramp to go outside. They just stood in
the doorway and looked out for the longest time. Finally one of them
came out and then the 3 turkeys came out. I actually think one of the
turkeys pushed the chick out of their way! The turkeys are so curious!
Everyone did make it back into the coop at nightfall, even the turkeys.

Curious Turkeys : ‘Gravy’ and ‘Drumstick’

The coop will be really easy to clean, I will just put the wheelbarrow
under the doorway and sweep it all out! Then they will get a new bale of
clean shavings. My husband thought of everything to make it easy for me.
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Four of our older chickens that are laying eggs, Cora, Goldie, Fluff and
Buff - plus how I get the eggs from the nesting boxes.

Last year was our first year for chickens. We started out with 3 chickens
that the grandkids no longer wanted, added another 5 someone else did
not want, and this year we added 21 chicks and 3 bronze turkey chicks.
We just love them. They are so relaxing to watch, and they are so
ENTERTAINING!

In the doorway are "Apple Pie", the Americana, and "Mabel & Audrey",
Black Australorp’s. Heading down the ramp are the Americana chicks,

"Ginger", and "Chip", (when little they reminded me of chipmunks).

Mariposa
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Inside The Coop

The funny thing about all of this is my husband never wanted chickens,
and now he brings the chicks home from the feed store as a surprise for
me! This is the 2nd coop he has built! With all of the new chicks this
year, we outgrew the first coop. I hope you enjoy the pictures."

--------------

World’s Best Compost?

The World’s Best Compost
The How & Why
By Rod Turner

Click Here For Details

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/Compost
http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/Compost
http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/Compost
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Thanks to Lindsay Jane Caress for these photos of her hen coops.
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Thanks to Michelle and Steve Roth, Punta Gorda, FL for these photos of
their new moveable chicken coop.

“I love the newsletter. So informative and helpful to someone who just
got 5 chicks for her 50th birthday (April 16) and now has the charge of
raising them.
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Included my photos of our chicken coop. Created by a combination of
plans and samples seen on this web site and the internet. Modelled after
the chicken tractor theme, it does roll; however, needs two people to
make it move. It's 6'5" high, 8' long and about 6' wide at the base.
My chicks seem to like their new house, just need some practice getting
from one story to the next. They have not mastered the ramp. Still
trying to determine if I have two roosters or one. No egg production as
of yet. Need to get a hen box built pretty soon.”

-------

Thanks to Dale Heisinger for this coop photo.

“Here is a picture of my coop. It is 4' x 8', and the house is 4' x 2'.”
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John Myron and Miss Ruby

This is the story about how I got in the Chicken Business (2 birds) Ha!
But, a true story..........John Knesek.

“The chick is Miss Ruby, and there is a long story behind her. ............

About 1-½ year ago a big white leghorn rooster showed up at our house
and started roosting in a tree by our bedroom. He would start crowing
about 2:30 am each morning. I asked around the neighborhood and no
one claimed him. I tried to trap him, then had my pellet gun aimed at his
head, then talked myself out of killing him, I even would sic the dogs on
him and try to run over him with my riding lawn mower. . I eventually
got used to him so I do not hear him anymore, so now I am feeding him, I
also named him "Gallo de Cielo" (rooster from the clouds) (after the Tom
Russell song). I have been feeding him since last summer. He would
normally eat each morning then walk around our yard and a couple of the
neighbor's yards then come to our back yard each day around 4-4:30pm
and I would feed him then around 6:30 he would fly up into the tree and
roost for the night.
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Well about 3 months ago he started leaving every morning and no one
would see him till just at dark, he would come back to our back yard and
roost, and sometimes he would not come home at night. I was used to him
and had grown to like him. Finally a lady down the street told me that she
knew where he was going. About ¾ mile from our house there was a
couple that had a pen full of chickens. The pen was built to where he
could not get in, but he would just set on their fence and crow all day,
then walk the side walk back to our house. He did this each day, ¾ mile
one way. I drove down there and the couple was setting in their back
yard, so I stopped and asked to come in their back yard to talk to them,
but they would not answer me. I finally just opened the gate and walked
over to them and introduced myself. They were John Myron & Ruby
Pascal, he is 93 ½ and she is 93 years old, they just did not hear me. They
have the chickens and have a garden. She still drives. He has had cancer
on his face and has lost sight in one eye and walks in a "walker", but he
still mows their lawn. They lost a daughter to cancer a couple of years
ago and have a son in Houston and one in Oklahoma. They have been
such an inspiration to me. I help them with their garden and what ever,
sometimes we just set and talk. Well one day I went down there to see
them and they were gone and someone told me that they was put into the
nursing home in Weimar. Sue and I went to see them and she thought that
they was in the hospital and that she would be home in a couple of days,
we did not think so, but lo & behold she called me a couple of days later
and she was home and someone or something got all her chickens. A few days ago
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I was down there and she said, come into the bedroom, I want to show
you something. She had a cardboard box full of baby chicks 13,
(Plymouth Barred Rocks). A couple of weeks later she put them in a coop
in her back yard and after a couple of nights she called me all upset and
told me that someone had stole all but one of her chicks. Sure nuff I went
down there and could not find any evidence of an animal or a snake
getting them.

Well she only had one left so she gave it to me, so I asked her if I could
name it after her and she was well pleased, so my little Chick is Miss
Ruby and I had to change the name of the rooster to John Myron.
I think that the rooster had to be a "God Thing" that he lead me to that old
couple. Seems like there should be a childrens book somewhere in this, I
just do not have the ability to write it.........Ha!

Miss Ruby and John Myron

Miss Ruby (the chick) is quite a pet, I have never had a chicken for a pet.
I think that she thinks I am her mother. I keep her in a cage in the back
yard and let her out each day for about an hour and she follows me
everywhere. I bring her in the house in the afternoons and she will lay on
my chest and take a nap with me and the dogs. I have had her about 3
weeks, so she is about 6 weeks old now.”

John K.
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Titles That May Interest You

 

Success With Poultry
Over 900 Questions and Answers containing Practical
Advice on Eggs, Feeding, Chicks, Housing, Diseases,
Incubators and Brooders, Turkeys Ducks and Geese

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

How To Make A Poultry House and Run

Traditional Poultry Ark and Run design.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

Guinea Fowl
A Guide To Raising Guineas

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

Building Your Own Greenhouse
If you enjoy truly fresh fruits and vegetables take the step
and learn how you can have these tasty commodities year
round! Building your own greenhouse may sound like a
daunting task, but it really isn’t. Whether you are an avid
gardener or a gardening wannabe, there is something for
everyone in The Complete Guide to Building Your Own

Greenhouse

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

For Our Full Range Of Titles Visit http://www.Self-Sufficient-Life.com

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/successwithpoultry.htm
http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/poultryhouse.htm
http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/Guineas
http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/greenhouseoffer.htm
http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/

